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Work Crew Canada 

ikh hob gearbet in „kanade“. zeyer fil flegn mir, di „litvishe“ vi di natsis 
hobn undz gerufn, oder di „Grodner“ „besarabishe hint“- amerstn krign 
geshlogn say fun Kapo un say fun di SS. un tsu di ergste arbet flegt men 
undz traybn. 
di arbet in „kanade“ iz gegangen mit ir gang. yedn tog dos zelbe. 
beseyder vern beladn vagones kleyder, shikh, betgevand un zek mit 
lumpn. 
 
di arbet iz shoyn arayn in gang az s’hot zikh oysgedakht, az mir arbetn 
shoyn azoy undzer gants leben un az azoy vet dos shoyn eybik blaybn. 
eybik veln mir vern geyogt un geplogt mitn shtekn. eybik vet men undz 
firn tsu un fun der arbet unter a biks. mir hobn zikh shoyn ingantsn 
opgevoynt fun der frayhayt. ven eyner fun undz flegt veln zikh amol 
dermonen in der fargangenhayt, 

I worked in "Canada". We, who were called by the Nazis "the Litvishe" or 
"the Grodner", or "Bessarabia Dogs", were beaten the most, whether by 
the Kapo or by the SS. And we were driven to do the worst work. 

The work in "Canada" went its course. Every day the same. In good 
order, the wagons were loaded with clothes, shoes, bedding and rag 
sacks. 

The work was already so well established that we thought it had been 
going on all our lives and would stay that way forever. Forever, we will 
be hunted down and tormented with the stick. Eternally, we will be led 
to and from work under duress. We had already completely renounced 
freedom. If we ever wanted to remember the past, 
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in der sheyner velt vu mentshn kenen geyn vu zey viln, tun vos zey viln. 
mir flegn moln bay undz, yeder far zikh, bilder fun der fray (1). ober ven 
mir flegn hekher oyfhoybn dem kop un zen dem shvartsn roykh mitn 
roytn flam, den flegn di zisn khaloymes farshvindn un di vizye fun toyt 
flegt farnemen zeyer plats. 
 
ven ikh fleg zikh amol trefn mit Rokhelen oyf tsvey minut, hinter der vant 
fun barak, farshtelt fun di merderishe SS-oygn, flegn mir redn vegn der 
frayhayt, vi vet dos oyszen, az mir veln amol alpi tsufal vern fraye 
mentshn. Kh’fleg zikh nisht gegloybt, az dos ken amol geshen. nor eyns 
hob ikh gevust, az bafrayen darf men zikh aleyn. 
 

the beautiful world where people could go and do whatever they 
wanted, we would paint inner pictures of freedom, each on our own (1). 
But when we raised our heads and saw the black smoke with the red 
flame, then the sweet dreams disappeared and the vision of death took 
their place. 
 
When I used to meet Rochele for two minutes, behind the wall of the 
barracks and hidden from the murderous SS eyes, we would talk about 
freedom. What would it be like if by chance we again became free 
people? I usually did not believe that this could ever happen because I 
knew only one thing: we would have to free ourselves alone! 
 



 

 

mayn plan tsu antloyfn hob ikh oyf keyn eyn minut nisht opgelozt. ven 
kh’fleg lign mit Fedyorn oyfn bet un mir flegn arumreydn undzere plener, 
fleg ikh im fregn tsi undz vet gelingen oykh Rokhelen aroystsunemen fun 
lager un avekfirn zi in di Beskidn-berg. dort iz geven der zaml-punkt fun 
ale antlofene. 
undzer plan iz geven, az tsu ersht zoln mir antloyfn un ven mir veln shoyn 
zayn a gresere bavofnte grupe, zoln mir dan onfaln oyfn lager un 
bafrayen ale gefangene dos iz der eyntsiker veg tsu der frayhayt.  
 
in „b“-lager zaynen geven tshekhishe familyes-froyen, mener un kleyne 
kinder. zey flegn bakumen peklekh un briv. 
s’hot getrogn dem nomen „tshekhishe familyen-lager“. mit zey iz geven 
vi mit di tsigeyner. tsu ersht hobn zey getrogn zeyere tsivile kleyder abisl 
shpeter hot men di tsivil-kleyder gefarbt mit royte pasn.  
 
di bahandlung tsu zey iz gevorn yedn tog shtrenger. di ratsyes- veyniker, 
di shterblekhkeyt hot zikh mit yedn tog fargresert biz s’iz gekumen a 
toytn-komisye fun etlekhe genereler fun Berlin un hobn aroysgetrogn 
dem toyt-urteyl oyfn gantsn tshekhishn lager. farn oysfirn dem masn-
mord hot yeder gefangener gemuzt onshraybn a kart mit di verter: 
mir leben un zenen gezunt. undz geyt gut. mir arbetn un fardinen. 

I did not deviate from my plan to escape for a single minute. Usually, 
when I was lying on the bed with Fedyor and we were talking about our 
plans, I asked him if we would be able to get  Rochele, too, out of the 
camp and lead her to the Beskids Mountains. The meeting point of all 
the refugees was located there. 
It was our plan to first escape, and when we were already a larger, 
armed group, to raid the camp and free all the prisoners; this was the 
only way to freedom.  
 
In the "B" camp, there were Czech families, women, men and small 
children. They usually received parcels and letters. It was called "Czech 
Family Camp". It was the same with them as with the Gypsies: At first 
they still wore their civilian clothes, but a little later their civilian clothes 
were dyed with red stripes. 
 
Their treatment became stricter every day; the rations became less. With 
each day the mortality increased, until a "commission of the dead" of 
some generals arrived from Berlin, who pronounced the death sentence 
on the whole Czech camp. Before the execution of the mass murder, 
each prisoner had to write a card with the words: 
"We are alive and well. We are well. We work and earn." 
 

(1) In the last sentences, there are again considerably faded words. In order to connect them meaningfully, I had to change them somewhat. 
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zuntik farnakht iz bay undz in lager gevorn blok-shpere. men hot zikh 
dervust az men hot aroysgefirt dem gantsn tshekhishn lager in 
krematoryum. zey hobn geshtelt zeyer a heldishn vidershtand baym 
arayngetribn vern in bunker. 
 
in zeyer lager hot men gebrakht frishe transportn fun andere lagern, vi 
Blizhin un fun ungarn.  

Sunday evening there was a block lockdown in our camp. We knew that 
the entire Czech camp was being led out to the crematorium. The 
people put up a heroic resistance, when they were driven into the 
bunker. 
 
Into their camp, fresh transports were brought from other camps, such 
as Blizhin (Blochin?) and Hungary.  



 

 

itst hot zikh geboyt a nayer, groyser lager, velkher hot geheysn 
„Meksike“. keyner hot nisht gevust far vemen der lager iz, ver es veln 
zayn di velkhe veln dort voynen. shpeter hobn mir zikh dervust, az in dem 
lager veln kumen Lodzsher froyen. di krematoryums hobn zikh gegreyt 
oyftsunemen 70.000 yidn fun Lodzsher geto. 
 
di „kanade“ hot zikh gegreyt oyftsunemen di peklekh un di kleyder un ikh 
hob zikh gegreyt tsu farlozn dem lager. nokhn ershtn transport yidn fun 
Lodzsh, hot mir mayn khaver Fedyor gemoldn, kh’zol brengen a mape, a 
kompas un drey batareykes mit drey zeygerlekh. dos vet zayn far mir 
aleyn. 
az ikh vel dos brengen, zol ikh dan aroysgeyn fun „kanade“ un avekgeyn 
arbetn oyfn „tseleyg-betrib“, fun vanen kh’vel antloyfn tsuzamen mit 
nokh 2 perzon, tsvishn velkhe s’vet zikh gefinen er aleyn, mayn khaver 
Fedyor. 
 
kh’hob shnel gebrakht drey groyse mesers, drey zeygers, a kompas hot 
mir gegebn a Sokolker meydl, Rokhel Malski. kh’hob dem kompas oykh 
arayngebrakht in lager un Fedyor hot dos alts avekgetrogn oyfn plats fun 
vanen mir darfn antloyfn.  
itst hot mir bloyz gefelt mape. dos iz eyne fun di vikhtikste zakhn vos mir 
darfn hobn. azoy vi aftselokhes hob ikh nisht gekont gefinen aza mape vu 
es zol zayn Oyshvits mit ale arumike derfer un shtetlekh, velkhe zenen itst 
geven lagern vos m’hot gedarft oysmeydn. 
 
Fedyor hot mikh geaylt. er hot geshrien, az itst iz undzer ray, mir muzn 
vos gikher antloyfn un lozn a fray plats far andere. 
in der tsayt hot men oysgeklibn fuftsik froyen un fuftsik mener velkhe 
hobn gedarft ibergeyn in a tsveytn lager, in 
 
 

Now, a new, large camp was created, which was called "Mexico". 
Nobody knew, for whom this camp was and who would live there. Later, 
we learned that women from Lodz were to come to the camp; the 
crematoria were preparing to receive 70,000 Jews from the Lodz ghetto 
 
 
"Canada" prepared to take their packs and clothes, and I prepared to 
leave the camp. After the first transport of Jews from Lodz, my friend 
Fedyor told me to bring a map, a compass, three batteries and three 
watches. This would be for myself.  
 
After I had brought that, I should leave "Canada" and go to work in the 
"dismantling plant", from where I would escape together with two other 
people, among whom he, my friend Fedyor, also would be. 
 
 
I quickly brought three large knives and three watches; a compass was 
given to me by a girl from Sokolka, Rochel Malski. I also brought the 
compass to the camp, and Fedyor carried it all away to the place from 
where we would escape. 
Now, all I needed was the map - one of the most important things we 
had to have. But annoyingly, I did not find such a map, showing 
Auschwitz and all surrounding villages and shtetls - which were now 
camps, and therefore had to be avoided. 
 
Fedyor spurred me on, shouting that it was our turn now and we had to 
escape as quickly as possible to allow a free space for the others. 
During this time, 50 women and 50 men were selected to go to another 
camp in … 

 

 



 

 

 

Drawing courtesy by the painter, Zdzislaw Nitka 
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Birkenau, in efektn-lager (1). tsvishn di fuftsik froyen iz arayngefaln 
Rokhele un ikh bin geblibn aleyn. itst iz mir yeder tog gefaln iberik. kh’bin 
nor geven farnumen mit eyn gedank, vi tsu shafn a mape un aroysgeyn 
fun „kanade“ un kenen vos shneler makhn a sof tsum lager-leben. 
 
kh’hob oykh gevust, az kh’vel hobn groyse shverikeytn baym farlozn di 
komande, vayl men vil zi gor fargresern tsulib dem vos s’darfn kumen 
zibetsik toyznt Lodzsher yidn. dos vet shoyn ober zayn a shpeterik 
problem. der iker iz, ikh bin gefaln oyf a hamtsoe - tsu „organizirn“ bay di 
SS a mape. mir hot zikh dos gut ayngegebn ot af vos far an oyfn: 
 
s’iz gekumen an SS-man mitn vogn, velkher flegt reynikn di klozetn. arum 
dem vogn hobn gearbet finf perzon un der SS-man flegt oyf zey akhtung 
gebn. dos iz geven far mitik. kh’gey farbay mit a pekl kleyder fun eyn 
barak tsum tsveytn. kh’ze oyfn ployt hengt a mantl fun dem SS-man. fun 
buzem-keshene shtekt aroys a portfel.der SS-man vemen der mantl 
gehert, iz arayn in klozet. der vogn farshtelt di tir. ikh bashlis 
aroystsutsien dem portfel, nor vi azoy makh ikh es, az keyner zol nisht 
bamerkn? 
 
kh‘ bin tsurik avek in barak, genumen a pekl kleyder un gegangen tsum  
tsveytn barak. kh’bin shteyn geblibn leben mantl un zikh gemakht, az es 
iz mir shver tsu trogn. velndik farikhtn dem pekl, hob ikh zikh ongeshpart 
in ployt, leben mantl. dan hob ikh aroysgetsoygn dem portfel un im 
arayngeleygt tsvishn di kleyder un kh’bin arayn in froyen-barak. dortn 
hob ikh dem portfel aroysgenumen un im gut farbahaltn biz farnakht. 
 

Birkenau, into the "Effektenlager" (1).  Also Rochele was among the 50 
women, so I was left alone. Every day seemed pointless now. I was only 
occupied with the thought of how I could procure a map to leave 
"Canada" and put an end to camp life as quickly as possible. 
 
I also knew that I would have great difficulty in leaving the work squad, 
since they wanted to enlarge it in view of the expected arrival of 70,000 
Jews from Lodz. But this problem, however, I would solve later. The main 
thing was that I got a good idea of how to "organize" a map at the SS: 
 
 
An SS man was coming with a cart to clean the bathrooms. Around the 
wagon worked 5 people, to whom the SS man paid attention. It was in 
the morning. I went by with a pack of clothes, from one barrack to 
another, and saw the SS man's coat hanging on the fence. A portfolio 
was sticking out of the breast pocket. The SS man to whom the coat 
belonged went into the bathroom and the cart obstructed the door. I 
decided to pull out the portfolio; only, how was I to do this without 
anyone noticing? 
 
Back in the barrack, I took a pack of clothes and went to the second 
barrack, stopping next to the coat and pretending that the pack was 
heavy for me to carry. To adjust the package, I leaned against the fence, 
next to the coat. Then I pulled out the portfolio, put it between my 
clothes and ran into the women's barracks. There, I took out the 
portfolio and hid it well until evening. 
 



 

 

der SS-man iz arumgelofn ibern hoyf shrayendik, az er hot farloyrn a 
portfel, vu es zaynen gelegn vikhtike papirn… 
farnakht, ven der vogn iz shoyn avekgeforn, bin ikh arayn mitn portfel in 
klozet. kh’hob dort gefunen a mape mitn gantsn plan fun lager, vu es 
zaynen faran vakh-postns. di andere papirn, vi a bikhl fun SS, a bikhl fun 
der „hitler-yugnt“, farshidene papirn fun oystsaykhenungen - hob ikh 
tserisn un arayngevorfn in klozet. 

The SS man ran across the yard, shouting that he had lost his portfolio, 
which contained important papers.... 
In the evening, when the cart had already left, I went to the bathroom 
with the portfolio. I found a map with the whole plan of the camp and 
where the guards were. I tore up the other papers, such as a book about 
the "Hitler Youth" and various documents about awards, and threw them 
into the toilet. 
 
 

(1) Effektenlager= A store like "Canada", where the valuables of the arrivals were collected, sorted and forwarded for reuse. 
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di mape hob ikh mir arumgeviklt arum fus, tsugebundn mit a bandazh un 
bin mit dem arayn in lager. 
ven Fedyor hot gezen di mape iz er anttsikt gevorn. kh’hob im dertseylt vi 
azoy ikh hob di mape „organizirt“, hot er mir frayntlekh geklapt in der 
pleytse. in dem zelbn tog hob ikh gemoldn dem „Kapo“, az kh’vil mer 
nisht arbetn in „kanade“. 
 
der „kapo“ hot dos gemoldn in „shrayb-shtube“ un men hot bashtetikt, az 
kh’zol mer nisht arbetn. derfar hobn zey mir gegebn di ergste komande 
tsu der arbet. dos iz geven di „tseleyge-betrib“- punkt di komande, velkhe 
kh’darf hobn tsum antloyfn. dort arbet oykh mayn khaver Fedyor. Kh’hob  
zikh gemoldn als shloser tsu der nayer komande un glaykh oyf morgn bin 
ikh avek arbetn. 
dos iz geven shabes un in dem zelbn tog zaynen antlofn drey perzon, 
tsvey rusn un a polyak. di SS hobn zey arumgezukht mit shpir-hint, ober 
on derfolg. 
mir hobn in lager nit araynmarshirt. ale toyznt gefangene zaynen 
geshtanen ayngeshtelt tsu finf in a ray oyf shtilshtand. shpeter iz 

I wrapped the map around my foot, tied a bandage around it and 
entered the camp (with it). 
When Fedyor saw the map, he was very excited. I told him, how I had 
"organized" the map, and he gave me a friendly pat on the back. 
 On the same day, I told the "Kapo" that I no longer wanted to work in 
"Canada". 
 
After the "Kapo" reported this item to the "Schreibstube" (the clerc's 
office), I was confirmed that I should no longer work there. Instead, they 
assigned me to work in the worst crew, the "dismantling operation" - 
exactly the squad, from which I was supposed to go to escape. Also, my 
friend Fedyor was working there. I signed up for the new squad as a 
locksmith and went to work there the very next morning. 
It was Sabbath, and on this day three people escaped, two Russians and 
a Pole. The SS searched for them with their sniffer dogs, but without 
success. 
We did not march back to the camp. All thousand prisoners stood 
silently in a row of five. Later, the camp commander, Kramer, arrived 



 

 

gekumen der lager-komendant Kramer, un gemoldn az er vet shisn fun 
yede tsen perzon eynem, oyb men vet nisht oyszogn vu di drey zaynen. 
 
s’hot nit geholfn dos shlogn undz un dos „sport“-makhn. ale hobn 
geshvign. keyner hot sayvi nit gevust vu di antlofene hobn zikh farhaltn. 
fun a yedn hot gerunen shveys vi vaser. andere hobn shoyn gehat 
tseshpoltene kep. der merder Kramer hot zayn gantsn kas oysgelozt tsu 
undz. me hot glaykh arumgeshtelt dos plats vu men hot gearbet mit SS. 
yede finf meter iz geshtanen an SS-man mit a mashin-gever. 
 
men hot undz arayngefirt in lager un avekgeshtelt bazunder, leben der 
kikh. dan iz Kramer mit nokh etlekhe SS gekumen un aroysgenumen 
fuftsik perzon tsum shisn, oyb mir veln nisht zogn vu di drey zaynen. di 
fuftsik zaynen geshtanen in der zayt, ale blas vi kalekh, un gevart. 
 
mir zaynen geshtanen biz tsen banakht, yeder vi farshteynert. zikh nisht 
torndik rirn fun ort. di fuftsik hot men aroysgefirt fun 

and reported that he would shoot every tenth one unless we testified 
where the three were. 
 
But neither beating nor "making sport" helped; everyone was silent. In 
any case, no one knew where the refugees were hiding. Sweat ran down 
from everyone like water. Others already had split heads. The murderer 
Kramer took out all his rage on us. Immediately, the square was 
surrounded, where we had been working together with the SS: every 
five meters, there was standing now an SS man with a machine gun. 
 

We were taken to the camp and positioned seperately next to the 
kitchen. Then Kramer, together with several SS, took out 50 people to 
shoot them, if we did not say where the three were. The 50 stood to the 
side, all pale as lime, and waited.  
 
We stood until ten o'clock at night, everyone petrified, forbidden to stir. 
The fifty were led out of the 
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lager shtark bavakht un undz hot men geheysn geyn in blok. a shtrof 
hobn mir bakumen-drey teg nisht tsu bakumen keyn broyt un yedn tog 
shteyn mit eyn sho lenger oyfn apel. 
 
di fuftsik hot men nisht geshosn. 12 banakht hot men zey tsurikgebrakht 
in lager. zey hobn bloyz gevolt onshrekn di andere. 
montik zaynen mir vider gegangen arbetn. itst hot men zeyer farshtarkt di 
vakh. yede grupe fun 20 perzon hot bakumen a soldat fun der luft-vafe. 
der soldat iz gevorn farantvortlekh far di 20 mentshn. 
 

camp under heavy guard, and we were ordered to go to the block. We 
received our punishment: no bread for three days and every day, 
standing  an hour longer on roll call.   
 
The fifty were not shot. At 12 o'clock at night, they were brought back to 
the camp. They had only wanted to scare us.  
Monday, we went back to work. Now, the guard was very reinforced. 
Each group of 20 people was assigned a soldier from the Air Force who 
was responsible for the 20 people. 
 



 

 

keyner hot zikh nisht getort dervaytert oyf eyn trit, nisht meldndik dem 
soldat. yede sho iz forgekumen a kontrol tsi ale zaynen do. 
 
dos antloyfn iz forgekumen oyfn folgndikn oyfn: 
di antlofene hobn gemuzt oplign drey meslekh un ven tsum dritn tog 
hobn zey nisht gehert fayfn di sirene, zaynen zey in der nakht aroys fun 
dem bahaltenish un zikh langzam avekgeshart in der rikhtung tsu der 
veysl. dan hot men gedarft aribershvimen di veysl un zikh nehmen tsu di 
felder tsu. 
 
ikh mit Fedyorn (1) hobn gearbet in eyn grupe. ikh hob nokh nisht gevust 
vu mir veln zikh farbahaltn. Fedyor hot mir alts opgeleygt fun tog tsu tog. 
er flegt mir zogn, az s’iz nokh nisht di tsayt. mir muzn nokh vartn biz di 
vakh vet zikh opshvakhn. 
itst iz gevorn zeyer shtreng. men tor keyn trit nisht opgeyn in a zayt nisht-
meldndik. mir hobn opgeleygt undzer antlofn oyf a vokh. in der vokh darf 
ikh zikh mer bakenen mit der arbet un mitn arbets-plats. 
 
dort vu mir hobn gearbet iz geven a groys feld, baleygt mit tsebrokhene 
teyln fun avyonen. yedn tog flegt men brengen naye vagones mit 
aropgeshosene avyonen. 
di arbet iz geven zeyer a shvere un a shmutsike. di soldatn fun der luft-
vafe hobn getribn mit shtekns, az men zol arbetn shneler. 
es zaynen gelegn berg mit blekhn fun benzin, motors, reder un 

No one was allowed to move even one step away without reporting it to 
the soldier. Every hour, there was a presence check. 
 
The escape was done in the following way: 
The fugitives had to lie down for three days and nights, and on the third 
day, when they did not longer hear the siren whistle, they came out of 
their hiding place at night and slowly crept towards the Vistula. They 
then had to swim across the Vistula and make their way to the fields. 
 
 
Me and Fed(y)or (1) worked together in a group. I still didn't know, 
where we would hide. Fed(y)or was stalling me from day to day, telling 
me that the time had not yet come. We had to wait, until the guard 
would weaken. 
It became very strict now. We were not allowed to take a single step to 
the side without a report. We postponed our escape for a week. During 
this week, I was to become more familiar with my work and workplace. 
 
There, where we were working, was a large field covered with broken 
parts of airplanes. Every day, they brought new wagons with shot down 
airplanes. The work was very hard and dirty. The soldiers of the air force 
were driving us with sticks to make us work faster.  
There were lying mountains of sheet metal from gasoline cans, engines, 
wheels, and… 

(1) His name is spelled differently, sometimes as "Fedyor", sometimes as "Fedor". 

 



 

 

 

Remaining witnesses from the "Effektenlager", Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp, photo courtesy of Tomek Wisniewski 
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berg aluminyum, velkhe men flegt yedn tog oyflodn oyf vagonen un zey 
shikn keyn daytshland. 
 
vu s’iz geven di baheltenish- hob ikh nokh nit gevust. dos vet men mir 
zogn dem letstn tog farn antloyfn. bloyz eyner fun undz drey hot es 
gevust. kh’hob oykh nit gevust ver s’vet zayn der driter tsu undz. 
 
 
nokh drey vokhn oparbetn oyf der komande, hot mir Fedor montik fri 
gemoldn, az haynt veln mir antloyfn. 
 
kh’hob glaykh ongeshribn a gezegenungs-briv tsu Rokhelen un dos 
ibergegebn maynem a khaver, az er zol ibergebn den briv, ven kh’vel 
shoyn nisht zayn. zi iz geven di eyntsike vemen kh’hob fartroyt dem sod 
fun antloyfn. 
montik inderfri marshirn mir roys tsu der arbet vi ale tog. men teylt undz 
in grupes. ikh un Fedor in eyn grupe. der driter rus in a tsveyter grupe, 
velkhe arbet leben undz. kh’ver bakant mitn dritn. zeyer a dreyster 
mentsh. a gevezener leytenant. 
 
mir bashlisn arayntsugeyn tsen minut far 5 in der baheltenish. tsen 
azeyger inderfri hot mir Fedor gevizn dos plats vu es darf zayn di 
baheltenish. dos iz geven a rod fun an amerikaner avyon. es iz do geven 
plats far tsvey mentshn un in a tsveytn rod-farn dritn. 
 
der arayngang iz geven durkh an oysgeshnitn tirl, velkhes iz geven shver 
tsum bamerkn. dort vu es zaynen gelegn di tsvey reder, zaynen oykh 
gelegn hunderter andere reder, derfar iz dos nisht geven oyffalndik. in 
rod hot men gedarft lign drey meslekh und dan aroysgeyn. der plan iz a 
glentsndiker. fun di tsvey reder zaynen shoyn antlofn a fuftsik mentshn 
di shpir-hint hobn do gornisht gekent dergeyn iber dem benzin vos iz 
geven tsegosn oyfn gantsn plats. 

mountains of aluminum that, each day, were loaded onto rail cars and 
sent to Germany. 

As for the location of the hiding place - I still didn’t know, where it was. It 
would be revealed to me on the last day before our escape. Only one of 
the three of us knew about it. Also, I did not even know, who the third of 
us was.  

After three weeks of working on the squad, F(y)edor told me Monday 
morning that we would escape today. 

I immediately, wrote a farewell letter to Rochele and passed it on to my 
friend to give it to her when I was no longer there. She was the only one 
to whom I confided the secret of our escape. 

Monday morning, we march out to work as we do every day. We are 
divided into groups; me and Fed(y)or are together in one group. The 
third- a Russian, went into another group, working next to us. I am 
introduced to him. A very courageous person, a former lieutenant. 

We decide to go to the hideout ten minutes before 5 p.m. . At ten o'clock 
in the morning, Fed(y)or showed me the place, where our hideout was to 
be. It was a wheel of an American airplane. There was room for two men 
there, and in a second wheel- for the third. 

The entrance was through a cut-out door, which was difficult to notice. 
There, where the two wheels were lying, there were also hundreds of 
other wheels, so they did not stand out. In the wheel you had to lie three 
days and nights and then leave it.  The plan is brilliant. From these two 



 

 

 
 
 
ven men flegt antloyfn, flegt men onshitn abisl shmektabak oyf a tsveytn 
plats, nisht leben dem vu men flegt lign. di hint flegn onhoybn nisn un 
flegn gornisht kenen dergeyn.  
 
yeder minut hot zikh getsoygn vi fun smole. kh’hob shoyn gevolt lign in 
rod. tsvelf azeyger baym esn hobn mir zikh ale drey getrofn un opgeredt 
ver s’zol geyn der ershter un ver der tsveyter un driter. 

 wheels, 50 people had already escaped. The sniffer dogs could not run 
over the gasoline that had poured all over the place. 

The fugitives usually poured some snuff on a second place, just not near 
where they were hiding. The dogs then started sneezing and couldn't get 
anything done.  

Every minute dragged on as if made of pitch. I already wanted to lie in 
the wheel so much! At twelve o'clock at dinner, we met all three and 
agreed on the order, in which we should go. 
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Fedor iz gevorn bashtimt tsu geyn der ershter. ikh-der tsveyter in dem 
zelbn rod mit im. der driter zol geyn tsum letst in tsveytn rod. 
 
do kontrol iz gegangen vi ale teg. yede sho hobn mir zikh genmuzt shteln 
in der ray. fir azeyger hobn mir zikh ayngeshtelt tsu der kontrole. der 
soldat hot ibergetseylt un geheysn geyn tsu der arbet. 
gearbet hobn mir, geveynlekh, biz finf. yede minut vos iz ariber iz bay 
undz geven vi a yor.  
 
ikh un Fedor shteyen nisht vayt fun dem plats vu di reder lign. mir arbetn 
baym tsehakn fliglen. der soldat dreyt zikh yede minut farbay un shrayt: 
- 
shnel, shnel, es muz fartik vern! 
mir arbetn mit aropgelozte kep, vi nit undz maynt men. 
 
ikh khap a blik oyf zeyger. s’iz halb finf. Fedor leygt avek di hak un kukt 
zikh gut arum iber ale zaytn. ikh shtey bay mayn arbet. der soldat iz avek 
tsu a tsveyter grupe un shmuesn dort mit a tsveytn soldat. Fedor shtelt 
drobne trit tsu di reder. Kh’ze vi er beygt zikh arop un efnt oyf a tirl fun 

Fed(y)or was designated to go first. I- second into the same wheel, and 
the third was to go last into the second wheel.  

The control was the same as every day. Every hour, we had to line up in 
rows. At 4 p.m. we lined up for the control. The soldier counted us off 
and then told us to go to work. We usually worked until 5. Every passing 
minute seemed like a year.  

Me and Fed(y)or are standing not far from the place where the wheels 
are lying. We work chopping up wings. Every minute, the soldier makes 
his rounds past us, shouting: 

"Quick, quick, this must be finished!" We work with our heads down, as if 
he doesn't mean us. 

I catch a glimpse of the clock: it's half past four. Fed(y)or puts aside his 
hoe, looking around in all directions. I stand at my work. The soldier is 
just away at a second group and is talking to another soldier there. 
Fed(y)or runs with tiny steps to the wheels. I see him bend down and 



 

 

rod. ot ligt er oysgetsoygn oyf der erd un in tsvey sekundes arum iz er 
shoyn ineveynik. dor tirl hot zikh tsurik farmakht. 
 
ikh shtey oyfn zelbn plats. dos harts klapt shtarker. do gey ikh bald 
makhn a sof tsum lager-leben. oder vern fray oder endikn oyf der tlie. 
kh’varf a blik arum. der driter khaver vinkt zikh iber mit mir. kh’varf a blik 
tsum barg reder un tsum rod vu Fedor ligt. mir hobn opgeredt a tsaykhn 
velkhn ikh darf gebn Fedorn, ven kh’vel tsukumen tsum rod. 
 
 
di tsvey soldatn shteyen un shmuesn tsvishn zikh mitn rukn tsu mir. ikh 
bashlis avektsuleygn di hak un geyn tsum rod. 
plutsung her ikh a geshray. ey du hunt, shneler kum! 
 
ikh drey oys dem kop un ze vi der soldat makht tsu mir mit der hant, 
kh’zol tsukumen tsu im. es git mir a tyokhke in hartsn, nor kh’farlir zikh 
nit. der driter khaver halt di oygn gevendet tsu mir un vil zen vos do vet 
zayn. ven ikh bin tsu tsum soldat, hot er mikh tsugefirt tsu a barg 
aluminyum un geheysn makhn a plats, az 

open a little door on the wheel. Now, he is already stretched out on the 
ground and after two seconds he is already inside. The door closes again.    

I am still in the same place, my heart is beating even harder. Now, I will 
soon put an end to my camp life! Either I am free or I end up on the 
gallows. I turn around. The third friend waves to me. I cast a glance at 
the mountain of wheels and at the wheel, where Fed(y)or is lying. We 
have agreed on a sign that I have to give Fed(y)or, before I go to the 
wheel.  

The two soldiers stand and talk to each other with their backs to me. I 
decide to put down the hoe and go to the wheel. Suddenly, I hear a 
shout: "Hey you dog, come here real quick!" 

I turn my head and see, how the soldier waves his hand to me to come to 
him. My heart is pounding, but I am not embarrassed. The third comrade 
looks at me to see what happens next. When I am with the soldier, he 

leads me to a mountain of aluminum and instructs me to make room, so  
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es zol kenen araynforn a traktor. er hot aher gebrakht nokh etlekhe 
mentshn un aleyn iz er geshtanen mitn shtekn in hant un geshrien: 
shneler, shneler, es muz hoyte fertig vern! (1)  
s’iz shoyn bald „foyerabnd“.   
 
mir iz gefaln yeder shtikl blekh fun hant. der soldat iz nisht opgetrotn oyf 
keyn moment fun undz. s’hot zikh gehert a fayf un a bafel: Ayntretn! 
 
 
mir hobn zikh oysgeshtelt tsu finf in fir rayen. in der letster ray shteyen 
fir. der soldat shrayt: vu iz der finfter? 

that a tractor can drive in there. He has brought a few more people here, 
and is now standing alone with his stick in his hand, screaming:  
"Faster, faster, this has to be done today!"(1) 
It will soon be "closing time". 
 

Every piece of tin fell from my hand. The soldier simply did not step 

away from us for a single moment, and then a whistle was heard and 
the order: "Line up!" 
 
We‘ve lined up in 4 rows of 5. There are four in the last row. The soldier 
shouts: "Where is the fifth?" 



 

 

es tsitern bay im di lipn. er loyft arum vi meshuge, shrayt oyfn 
„forarbayter“. ale grupes marshirn tsum groysn feld, vu ale formirn zikh 
tsum marshirn tsum lager tsu. undzer grupe blaybt shteyn oyfn ort. es 
kumt der komande-firer (2) fregn vos iz geshen? der soldat shtamlt mit a 
tsiterdiker shtime:  
eyner felt! 
 
der komande-firer shrayt, makht mit di hent, shelt, loyft arum hin un 
tsurik. men fregt bay undz tsi mir vaysn nit vu der mentsh iz. efsher shloft 
er? men ruft oys di numern. 
 
bald vayst men shoyn velkher numer es felt. mir entfern ale mit eyn vort, 
az mir vaysn nit vu er iz. mir vaysn az mit undz vet epes geshen, men vet 
undz peynikn. ober keyner ken zikh nisht helfn. mir zaynen greyt 
oyftsunemen vos es zol nisht kumen. in finf minut arum hert zikh dos 
opgehakte fayfn fun der sirene. es loyfn glaykh SS-layt mit hint. undz firt 
men op in a zayt oyfn feld. 
 
„kni-boygn!“-farordnt der komande-firer. glaykh shteln zikh etlekhe SS 
arum undz mit grobe, dembene shtekns. der komande-firer shrayt oyf 
undz, az mir zoln zogn vu der rus iz, vu hot er zikh farbahaltn. mir blaybn 
shtum, vayl in aza fal iz beser oystsuhern un nit tsu redn keyn vort. bloyz 
tsubamken „yavohl“, „yavohl!“… 
 
mit yeder minut kumen on alts mer SS. 
der lager-komendant, Kramer, iz gekumen tsu forn. zayne oygn glantsn 
vild, vi er volt undz mit zey veln aynshlingen. er geyt farbay undz, git 
eynem a festn shtoys mitn shtivl in boykh arayn, shrayt oyfn komande-
firer mitn soldat fun undzer grupe. 
 

His lips are trembling. He runs around like a madman, yelling at the 
"foreman." All groups march to the large field, where everyone forms up 
to march back to camp. But our group remains standing on the spot. The 
command leader (2) comes to ask, what is going on. The soldier 
stammers in a trembling voice: 
"One is missing!" 
 
The command leader shouts, gestures with his hands, curses, runs 
around back and forth. We are asked, if we don't know where the person 
has gone? Maybe he is asleep? The numbers are called out. 
 
Immediately, it is known which number is missing. We all answer 
synchronously that we do not know where he is. We know that 
something will happen to us; we will be tortured. We are ready to 
endure whatever may come. After five minutes, we hear the choppy 
whistle of the siren. In a moment, SS men with their dogs start running. 
We are led away to one side of the field. 
 
" Knee bends!", the commando leader orders. Immediately, several SS 
men position themselves around us with rough oak sticks. 
 The commando leader shouts at us to tell where the Russian is, where 
he is hiding. We remain silent, because in such a case it is better to only 
listen and not say a word. Or just to drone out: "Yessir! Yessir!" 
 
Every minute, more SS arrive.  
The camp commander, Kramer, is coming on. His eyes gleam wildly, as if 
he wanted to devour us with them. He walks past us, gives one of us a 
hard shove in his stomach with his boot, yells at the commando leader 
and the soldier from our group. 
 

(1) He speaks German 
(2) „komande-firer“= the leader of the command, that is, of the work crew 
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der soldat shteyt a blaser un dertseylt, az fir azeyger zaynen ale geven 
oyfn atbets-plats un fun halb finf biz finf iz er geshtanen leben undz. 
Kramer lozt aroys a vildn geshray:  nu iz vu iz er? (1) 
der soldat blaybt shteyn on an entfer, di hent aropgelozt un shrayt oykh 
nokh yedn vort „Yavohl!“ 
 
Kramer shelt, shrayt oyf rekhts un oyf links: Donerveter! Donerveter! 
yedn tog feln undz heftlinge- shrayt er oyfn komande-firer, velkher 
shteyt oysgetsoygn glaykh vi a slup, di hent aropgelozt. 
 
Kramer geyt vider tsu tsu undz un shrayt: 
ikh vel aykh ale vi hint dershisn, oyb ir vet nisht meldn vu der ruse iz.  
mir zitsn un di knies tsitern. der velkher hot gekrogn dem klap mitn shtivl 
in boykh ligt in a bavustlozn tsushtand. dos iz a grikhisher yid. Kramer 
geyt tsu tsum korbn, git im vider a festn klap un loyft shnel avek tsu di SS, 
velkhe shteyen oysgeshtelt in di rayen, haltndik di peslekh fun di hint in 
di hent. 
 
Kramer redt tsu zey un ale gibn zikh a shit vi na khmare heysherikn ibern 
arbets-feld. es hert zikh a blinde shiseray in di berg blekh. mir shteyen 
oyf un bald kumt a bafel: 
„hinleygn!“ 
un vider „oyfshteyn!“.  
 
di helft fun undzer grupe ligt shoyn a tseshlogene oyfn groz. ikh fal mit di 
letste koykhes un shtey koym oyf. du tsung iz mir aroysgeshtekt. es felt 
luft. der kerper iz nas. der grikhisher yid ligt un matert zikh mitn toyt. 
zayne oygn zaynen farglotst tsum himl. di andere heftlinge velkhe zaynen 
geshtanen biz itst in „shtilshtand“-pozitsye hobn oykh bakumen a bafel 
„kni-boygn“. 
 

The soldier, looking pale, is standing there and stating, that at four 
o'clock, everyone was still at work, and that he stood next to us from half 
past four until five o'clock. Kramer yells wildly, "Well, then where is he?" 
(1) The soldier remains standing without answer, arms drooping and also 
shouting after each word, "Yessir!" 
 
Kramer curses and shouts to the right and to the left: "Golly, golly!“  
He yells at the commando leader, who stands bolt upright like a pole, 
arms stretched down, "Every day we're missing prisoners!" 
 
Kramer goes back to us, yelling: 
"I will shoot you all like dogs if you do not testify, where the Russian is!" 
We sit there with trembling knees. The one, who got the blow with the 
boot in the stomach, is lying there in an unconscious state. He is a Greek 
Jew. Kramer goes to the victim, gives him another firm blow and quickly 
runs away to the SS, who are standing in rows, holding the leashes of the 
dogs in their hands. 
 
Kramer speaks to them, and they all swarm out like a cloud of locusts 
over the work area. A blind shootout into the mountains of tin can be 
heard. We stand up. Soon the order comes, "Lie down!"  
Then again, "Get up!" 
 
 
Half of our group is already lying beaten up on the lawn. I fall down with 
my last strength but can hardly get up. My tongue hangs outstretched 
from my mouth; I lack air. My body is wet. The Greek Jew lies and 
struggles with death. His eyes stare at the sky. The other prisoners, who 
until now have been in the "standstill" position, have also been ordered 
to do "knee bends". 
 



 

 

di merder lozn undz oyf a por minut lign un redn tsvishn zikh. itst arbetn 
di shtekns oyf rekhts un links. di rusn sheltn mit toyte kloles. di shtekns 
krign di, velkhe zaynen shoyn halb-toyte oder di bay velkhe es tsitern 
hent un fis un kenen nisht ey(n)zitsn keyn minut oyf „kni-boygn“. es lign 
tsendliker tseshlogene. bald kumen di merder tsu tsu undz un shrayen:  
„ir farflukhte, shmutsike hint!“ un nokh azelkhe sheyne nemen. 

The killers leave us for a few minutes to consult among themselves. Now, 
their canes "work" to the right and left. The Russians are swearing wild 
curses. The caning is given to those, who are already half-dead, shaking 
with their arms and legs and not being able, to stand for a minute with 
bent knees. Dozens are lying beaten up. Soon, the murderers are coming 
to us, shouting, "You cursed, dirty dogs!" - and even more "beautiful" 
names. 

(1) I think it must be „nu, un vu iz er?“ and translated it in this way 
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ale fun undzer grupe lign shoyn oysgetsoygn oyfn groz tseshlogene. di SS 
lakhn un frayen zikh, vos zey hobn iber undz opgehaltn a „zig“. 
 
 
azoy zaynen mir opgelegn biz zun-untergang. di SS mit di hint zaynen 
tsurikgekumen farshvitste un on derfolg. dos arbet-plats iz gevorn 
arumgeshtelt mit SS. Kramer hot gegebn a bafel mir zoln tsurikgeyn in 
lager. di velkhe hobn nit gekent oyfshteyn hot men aroyfgeleygt oyf an 
oyto un zey arayngefirt in lager. di iberike hobn in rayen marshirt tsu fus 
biz in lager. 
 
do hot men undz ale tseshtelt bazunder leben der kikh. azoy zenen mir 
opgeshtanen biz drey banakht on esn. drey azeyger hot men undz 
avekgefirt yedn tsu zikh in barak un fir azeyger hobn mir vider gemuzt 
aroysgeyn tsum apel-plats. nokhn morgn-apel fun zeks azeyger hot men 
undz vider gefirt tsu der arbet. 
 
ale zaynen mir geven toyt mid un in dem tog hobn mir ale gekrogn klep 
mer vi ale teg. mitik hot men undz nisht gegebn. mentshn zaynen gefaln 
vi flign, fun hunger. der tog iz far undz geven der ergster tog fun lager-
leben. farnakht hot men undz arayngefirt in lager un yeder hot bakumen 
tsu halbe liter vaserdike zup. keyn broyt hobn mir nisht derhaltn. di 

Everyone in our group is lying stretched out and completely broken on 
the grass. The SS laugh and rejoice that they have won a "victory" over 
us. 
 
In this way, we remained lying there until sunset. The SS came back with 
their dogs -sweaty and unsuccessful. The workplace was surrounded 
with SS. Kramer gave the order that we should return to the camp. Those 
who could not get up were put on a truck and taken to the camp. The 
rest marched in rows on foot to the camp. 

 
 
There, they positioned us all separately next to the kitchen. We had to 
stay like that until three o'clock in the morning, without food. At three 
o'clock, each of us was taken individually to our barracks, and at 4 
o'clock, we had to go out again to the roll call square. After the morning 
roll call, at 6 o'clock, we were led back to work. 

 
We were all dead tired and additionally, got more beatings that day than 
the other days. There was no lunch for us. People were dropping like flies 
from hunger. This day was the worst day of camp life for us. In the 
evening we were taken to the camp and each of us was given half a liter 
of watery soup. We did not get any bread with it. The guards increased, 



 

 

bavakhung hot zikh farshtarkt. yede finf minut hot men getseylt. men hot 
gemakht eynem farantvortlekh farn tsveytn. 
 
di drey teg zaynen farbay. di vakh hot men aropgenumen. mayn khaver 
Fedor iz eyner aleyn gut anlofn. der polkavnik hot bashlosn optsuhaltn 
dos antloyfn oyf a por vokhn. 
 
nor in etlekhe teg arum hot men gebrakht drey antlofene rusn, 
geshmidte in keytn. men hot zey gekhapt nit vayt fun Oyshvits. dem 
gantsn tsorn hot men oysgelozt tsu di drey. far yedn preyz hot der lager-
komendant, Kramer gevolt aroysbakumen vu di bahaltenish iz un es iz im 
gelungen. men hot di drey azoy gepeynikt, az zey hobn gevizn vu zey 
hobn zikh bahaltn. ven zey hobn tsuersht ongevizn oyf an ander plats, 
hot men zey nit gegloybt un vayter gepeynikt, zey zoln onvayzn dos 
rikhtike plats. 
 
nokh tsvey vokhn peynikungen hobn zey ongevizn oyf di tsvey reder. dan 
hot men zey 

they counted every five minutes, and we were held responsible for each 
other. 

 
The three days were now over, and the guards were withdrawn. My 
friend Fed(y)or had successfully escaped alone. However, the colonel 
decided to suspend the next escapes for a few weeks. 

 
But after a few days, three runaway Russians were brought back, 
enchained. They had been captured not far from Auschwitz. All the anger 
was vented on these three people. The camp commander, Kramer, 
wanted to find out at all costs, where the hiding place was; and he 
succeeded. The three were tortured until they revealed, where they had 
been hiding. When they first pointed to another place, they were not 
believed, and they were tortured further, until they showed the right 
place. 

 
After two weeks of torment, they showed the two wheels, then they 
were  
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gegloybt. in zeks teg arum hot men zey geshosn in krematoryum. 
dos antloyfn hot zikh opgeshtelt. ale mayne plener zaynen tserunen 
gevorn. 

believed. After six days, they were shot in the crematorium. The escape 

movement stopped. All my plans fell apart. 

 


